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The Research Director 
Health and Community Services Committee 
Parliament House 
George Street BRISBANE QLD 4000

RE: Public Health (Exclusion of Unvaccinated Children from Child Care) Amendment Bill 2013

To the Research Director,

Proposing these changes is bullying.

The actual health of the children in these ‘hot spots’ of un-vaccinated should be considered.

A parent should not need a medical certificate to state their ‘child’s conformity in the face of their
parents personal & individualized health knowledge.

Anyone can wheel of figures and suitable words to make their case sound plausible: especially
when the words and figures like: danger, 85%, children, anti-vaccinators, jeopardy, unimmunised,
lowest ever, are used.

This proposal would not reassure parents that they had been given suitable information to make a
decision in favour of both the vaccinated or un-vaccinated and neither should it reassure you.

The proposal is attempting to suppress vaccine risks and safety concerns for our children.

No vaccine is a one fits all, no tests, no compensation, especially when vaccinated children are the
recipients of up to 36 vaccines before 5 years of age.

These un-vaccinated children are not suffering ill-health nor are at risk to those who are vaccinated
as they are ‘protected?.

To malign the un-vaccinated is a form of ‘racism’: You are judging a person as a piece of
paper and not treating them as thinking, individual, real people.

My children and their health is of the utmost importance to me which is why I disagree with the
candidate from Bundamba and her bulling proposal.

 

Please stand up for the truth! not just flattering ‘facts’ when making your decision.

 

Kind Regards

Amy Rayward
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